An ultrasound look at Korotkoff sounds: the role of pulse wave velocity and flow turbulence.
The aim of this study was to analyze the temporal relationships between pressure, flow, and Korotkoff sounds, providing clues for their comprehensive interpretation. When measuring blood pressure in a group of 23 volunteers, we used duplex Doppler ultrasonography to assess, under the arm-cuff, the brachial artery flow, diameter changes, and local pulse wave velocity (PWV), while recording Korotkoff sounds 10 cm downstream together with cuff pressure and ECG. The systolic (SBP) and diastolic (DBP) blood pressures were 118.8±17.7 and 65.4±10.4 mmHg, respectively (n=23). The brachial artery lumen started opening when cuff pressure decreased below the SBP and opened for an increasing length of time until cuff pressure reached the DBP, and then remained open but pulsatile. A high-energy low-frequency Doppler signal, starting a few milliseconds before flow, appeared and disappeared together with Korotkoff sounds at the SBP and DBP, respectively. Its median duration was 42.7 versus 41.1 ms for Korotkoff sounds (P=0.54; n=17). There was a 2.20±1.54 ms/mmHg decrement in the time delay between the ECG R-wave and the Korotkoff sounds during cuff deflation (n=18). The PWV was 10±4.48 m/s at null cuff pressure and showed a 0.62% decrement per mmHg when cuff pressure increased (n=13). Korotkoff sounds are associated with a high-energy low-frequency Doppler signal of identical duration, typically resulting from wall vibrations, followed by flow turbulence. Local arterial PWV decreases when cuff pressure increases. Exploiting these changes may help improve SBP assessment, which remains a challenge for oscillometric techniques.